AD 16TH ERA (751 – 800 AD): 16TH SIGN BIG DONKEY “GENTILE BEAST IS LED BY TAIL”

STAR PROPHECY

It looks like a Big Donkey! And it is a big sign—the third largest. It is located high up in the Northern sky, visible all year above the equator.

The stars in the chest, neck, and head form the Big Dipper. The neck is the will, the head is the mind, and the chest is the heart. This flock’s heart, mind, and soul is joined to their leader!

Mizar “Small” Alcor “Lamb” Alkaid “Assembled”

Dubhe “Flock” or “Herd”; Merak “Flock”

Dubhe & Merak are on a line that points to the Pole Star; the Big Donkey travels around and around the Pole Star but never arrives there.

Looking up from Earth at the Pole Star, stars rotate counter-clockwise. The Big Donkey is walking backwards! Huge beast led by the tail!

The Pole Star is Jesus Christ. The Big Donkey [righteous Gentile nations] follow a leader with heart, mind, soul; but the leader is not Lord Jesus. The leader (Gentile Ruler) follows the Tail (Religious Ruler): the result is walking backwards!

HISTORICAL EVENTS

It is not a ‘Big Dipper’: it is an ‘Iron Hammer’!

760 AD Franks push Muslims out of Aquitane

762 AD Abbasids move capital to Baghdad; build the famous Round City with 100,000 laborers

768 AD Pepin dies; Charlesmagne ascends

774 AD Charlesmagne conquers the Lombards

782 AD Charlesmagne imposes death to pagans who won’t convert: massacre of pagans at Verden

785 AD Pagan Kings of Saxons are baptised

787 AD 1st Viking raid: on Portland, England

788 AD Pagan Avars from Hungary invade Bavaria

790 AD Charlesmagne ravages Avar territory

794 AD Charlesmagne moves his court to Aachen

797 AD Saxony falls to Charlesmagne

800 AD Pope crowns Charlesmagne Emperor: ‘King of the Romans’: arch-type of European Kings